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ABSTRACT: Home Automation is that the new trend in a very shopper market. There area unit several home 
automation systems with totally different options and facilities. All the house automation systems area unit accustomed 
management home appliances through a far off management. The device is a stationed unit or a wireless remote. The 
remote used for dominant appliances typically have keys or touch-based sensors. during this project, a home 
automation system is meant which may be controlled by gestures. The system designed during this project controls four 
appliances that area unit taken 15-watt bulbs for demonstration. The user will choose the appliance to be controlled 
through a show that shows the list of appliances in a very drag-able fashion. The user will swipe through the devices by 
moving a finger in left or right direction associated switch the appliance ON or OFF by moving a finger in an upward 
or downward direction. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Due to advancements in technology, there's associate degree improvement in living standards, by automating even 
easy tasks to advanced tasks. A predefined gesture is employed to show on/off the device Gesture is outlined as a 
motion of limbs or the other part that ar created to emphasise speech. A waving hand suggests that au revoir, that is 
associate degree example of a dynamic gesture, and therefore the stop sign is associate degree example of a static 
gesture. it's necessary to clarify all the static and dynamic gestures over your time to grasp the message. Gesture 
recognition is that the interpretation of human motion by the computing machine. Hand gestures will be detected by the 
controller which will sense tilting and acceleration of movement. for various applications, completely different gesture 
recognition techniques ar used. this method can act as an overseas management for in operation all the buyer electronic 
devices gift in a very house, that is achieved through hand gestures rather than push buttons. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
Bluetooth based mostly  home automation system exploitation cell phones: In Bluetooth based home automation 
system the house appliances are connected to the Arduino BT board at input output ports exploitation relay. The 
program of Arduino BT board is predicated on high level interactive C language of microcontrollers; the affiliation is 
formed via Bluetooth. The secret protection is provided thus solely approved user is allowed to access the appliances. 
The Bluetooth affiliation is established between Arduino BT board and phone for wireless communication. during this 
system the python script is employed and it will install on any of the Symbian OS surroundings, it's transportable. One 
circuit is meant and enforced for receiving the feedback from the phone, that indicate the standing of the device. 2. 
Zigbee primarily based home automation system exploitation cell phones: to watch and management the house 
appliances the system is meant and enforced exploitation Zigbee. The device performance is record and store by 
network coordinators For this the Wi-Fi network is employed, that uses the four switch port customary wireless ADSL 
trendy router. The network SSID and security Wi-Fi parameter ar preconfigured. The message for security purpose 
initial method by the virtual home rule and once it's declared safe it's re-encrypted and forward to the important 
network device of the house. Over Zigbee network, Zigbee controller sent messages to the tip. the protection and 
security of all messages that ar received by the virtual home rule. to scale back the expense of the system and therefore 
the officiousness of various installation of the system Zigbee communication is useful. 3. GSM primarily based home 
automation system exploitation cell phones: owing to the mobile and GSM technology, the GSM primarily based home 
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automation is lure to analysis. The SMS primarily based home automation, GPRS based mostly} home automation and 
twin tone multi frequency (DTMF) based home automation, these choices we have a tendency to thought of primarily 
for communication in GSM. In figure shows the multidimensional language the work of A. Alheraish, it shows 
however the house sensors and devices move with the house network and communicates through GSM and SIM 
(subscriber identity module). The system use electrical device that convert machine perform into electrical signals 
which works into microcontroller. The sensors of system convert the physical qualities like sound, temperature and 
wetness into another amount like voltage. The microcontroller analysis all signal and convert them into command to 
grasp by GSM module. choose applicable communication technique among SMS, GPRS and DTFC supported the 
command that received GSM module.4. Wi-Fi based mostly} home automation system exploitation cell phones: Wi-Fi 
based home automation system primarily consist 3 modules, the server, the hardware interface module, and therefore 
the code package. The figure shows the system model layout. Wi-Fi technology is employed by server, and hardware 
Interface module to speak with one another. an equivalent technology uses to login to the server internet primarily 
based application. The server is connected to the web, thus remote users will access server internet primarily based 
application through the web exploitation compatible application. code of the newest home automation system is split to 
server application code, and Microcontroller (Arduino) code. The Arduino code, designed exploitation C language, 
exploitation IDE comes with the microcontroller itself. Arduino code is blameworthy for gathering events from 
connected sensors, then applies action to actuators and preprogramed within the server. Another job is to report the and 
record the history within the server sound unit. The server application code package for the planned home automation 
system, could be a internet primarily based application designed exploitation asp.net. The server application code is 
accessed from internal network or from net if the server has real information science on {the net|the web|the net} 
exploitation any internet navigator supports asp.net technology. Server application code is blameworthy of, maintain 
the complete home automation system, setup, configuration. Server use info to stay log of home automation system 
elements, we elect to use XML files to avoid wasting system log. 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 
With increased technological advancements, switches require updating with current times. To avoid the risk of 
contracting COVID-19, it has become important to not touch surfaces of buttons and keys that have been frequently 
used by other people. This calls for a need to innovate the switching technology for replacing a hand-operated switch, 
with an automatic contactless switch.So in this project, we will design a no-touch switch that works entirely on hand 
gestures. Our smart contactless switch includes a sensor that is capable of detecting hand movements and translates 
them into commands for controlling lights, fans and various home appliances.The system tracks the movement of hand 
from top to bottom, right to left, far and near or vice versa. Arduino UNO is connected with APDS9960 which catches 
the movements of the hands and switches on and off the appliances. The APDS-9960 is a five pin gesture sensors that 
has VIN, GND, SCL, SDA and INT. The SCL pin is for clock time and SDA is for data input. The INT pin is used to 
create interrupt between every gesture. The APDS-9960 requires 5V DC supply. In case of an invalid gesture the, 
“gesture unavailable” message appears. In this system right to left movement of hand switches on the fan and left to 
right switches off. The Movement top to bottom switches on the LED and bottom to top switches off the LED. 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 
The methodologies higher than ar compared on the idea of price, Hardware potency, and period of time application. 
scrutiny Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and Voice Recognition, Bluetooth is price economical and simple to implement however 
hardware potency is low because the vary of Bluetooth is 10-100 meters. Wi-Fi is expensive compared to alternative 
methodologies as net affiliation and high-end devices ar needed. it's simple to implement however needs constant 
attention. Voice-based is expensive, Hardware potency is low and period of time application is tough. Gesture-based is 
simple to implement needs less price and Hardware potency is high. To concede, Hand Gesture-based Home 
Automation is one amongst the foremost effective solutions for home automation systems and conjointly opens the 
gates for automation in several flieds 
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